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13:45 UTTOXETER, 3m 

Betfred's Festive Giveaway Handicap Hurdle (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 301/4-P MANBALLANDALL (IRE) 21 
b g Flemensfirth - Omas Lady

6 11 - 12 S Quinlan
F O'Brien

120

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and yellow diamonds, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Coped best under testing conditions when causing a surprise on hurdling
debut in March 2013. Restricted to just 2 runs since 13 months apart, offering very little on
recent return. Tongue tie removed.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

2 54081/1 MILANSBAR (IRE) (EX7) 10 C 
b g Milan - Ardenbar

7 11 - 11 Trevor Whelan
N B King

119

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black cross of lorraine, dark green sleeves, yellow cap, black star
Timeform says: Clearly isn't the easiest to train, but unbeaten in 2 starts for this yard
(formely with Henrietta Knight) landing a maiden at Folkestone and 2½m handicap here 10
days ago following 2 years off.  (Forecast 1.91)

Notes: 

3 672-P7F TEOCHEW (IRE) 18 
b m Shantou - Papal Princess

6 11 - 10tp C M Walsh (7)
W Greatrex

118

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, orange star, orange sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, orange star
Timeform says: A winner over hurdles in Ireland earlier in career. Patchy form last season,
but did at least step up on reappearance run when seventh of 11 at Sandown last month.
Since fallen at Plumpton.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

4 1128/36- QALINAS (FR) 392 D 
gr g Malinas - Tabletiere

7 11 - 8bt Michael Heard (7)
D Pipe

116

Jockey Colours: Light blue, orange epaulets
Timeform says: In good form in first half of 2013, winning twice around 3m. Travelled well
for long way when third on Chepstow reappearance in November of that year, but stopped
quickly next time and absent since.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

5 3/172-21 RAKTIMAN (IRE) 15 
ch g Rakti - Wish List

7 11 - 5 Jonathan England
(3)
R Drake

113

Jockey Colours: Pink, purple striped sleeves, purple cap
Timeform says: Found only a well ridden and gambled-on rival too strong starting out for this
yard at Market Rasen last month (21f) and duly went one better back at that C&D 2 weeks
ago. Up 5 lb, but one to note.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

6 864-061 EXTREME IMPACT (EX7) 5 D 
b g Rock Of Gibraltar - Soviet Moon

8 11 - 4p Conor Ring (5)
G P Mcpherson

112

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, royal blue chevron, white and emerald green chevrons on sleeves,
yellow cap
Timeform says: Boasts something of an all-or-nothing profile, capitalising on a falling mark
on third start for this yard at Southwell. Typically looked hard work, and not an obvious follow-
up candidate.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

7 143-9P6 HOLLINS 22 C 
b g Lost Soldier - Cutting Reef

10 10 - 1 Ciaran McKee (7)
A L Forbes

95

Jockey Colours: Red, yellow disc, hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Finally got job done over fences when grinding down rivals at this venue a
year ago, but hasn't returned from 7-month absence in any form under either set of obstacles
this autumn.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: Milansbar will doubtless be a warm order following his wide-margin success
here 10 days ago, but connections have rather had their hand forced turning him out quickly under a
penalty (11 lb higher in future) and that is a niggling worry given his profile, so fellow last-time-out
scorer Raktiman is offered as a sporting alternative.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: RAKTIMAN 
2: MILANSBAR 
3: TEOCHEW


